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Inverse Transformations

This produces a translation in the opposite direction

Negative values for rotation angles generate 
rotations in a clockwise direction.

The inverse matrix generates an opposite scaling 
transformation.
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Two-Dimensional Composite Transformations

➢ Using matrix representations, we can set up a sequence of transformations 

as a composite transformation matrix by calculating the product of the 

individual transformations

➢ Forming products of transformation matrices is often referred to as a 

concatenation, or composition of matrices



Two-Dimensional Composite Transformations

➢ We do pre-multiply the column matrix by the matrices representing any 
transformation sequence 

➢ since many positions in a scene are typically transformed by the same 
sequence, it is more efficient to first multiply the transformation matrices to 
form a single composite matrix

• Thus, if we want to apply two transformations to 
point position P, the transformed location would 
be calculated as

• The coordinate position is transformed using the 
composite matrix M, rather than applying the 
individual transformations M1 and then M2.



Composite Two-Dimensional Translations



Composite Two-Dimensional Rotations



Composite Two-Dimensional Scaling



General Two-Dimensional Pivot-Point Rotation



General Two-Dimensional Pivot-Point Rotation



Problem :
Consider we have a square O(0, 0), B(4, 0), C(4, 4), D(0, 4) on which we first 
apply T1(scaling transformation) given scaling factor is Sx=Sy=0.5 and then 
we apply T2(rotation transformation in clockwise direction) it by 90*(angle), 
in last we perform T3(reflection transformation about origin).

Ans : The square O, A, C, D looks like :

Figure 1
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First, we perform scaling transformation over a 2-D object :
Representation of scaling condition :
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After scaling

خطوة خطوة تصغير ثم تدويرهنمشيلو 

Figure 2



Now, we’ll perform rotation transformation in clockwise-direction on 
Fig.2 by 90θ

The condition of rotation transformation of 2-D object about origin is :

Figure 3



Now, we’ll perform third last operation on Fig.3, by reflecting it 
about origin :

The condition of reflecting an object about origin is 
(angle is 𝜋 = 180)

Final Shape



composite matrixبطريقة ال  هنعملهالو 
مرة واحد يعني

Solution using Composite transformation :

First we multiplied 2-D matrix conditions of Scaling transformation with Rotation 
transformation :

Now, we multiplied Resultant 2-D matrix(R1) with the third last given Reflecting 
condition of transformation(R2) to get Resultant(R) :



Now, we’ll applied the Resultant(R) of 2d-matrix at each coordinate of the given object 
(square) to get the final transformed or modified object.




